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ANOTHER 'PROTO-KEEP' AT WALMER, KENT (Fig. 4)
In 1992 1 wrole a short article entitled 'Keep or Country House? Thin-walled Norman
'Prolo·keepsl[ prompted by the discoveries at Castle Acre, Norfolk, and Bletchinglcy,
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Walm~r, K",nl. Plan ofruin known as the 'Old "hnor House'. Reproduced from ArduuQl.].
126 (1969), counesy of the Royal Archaeological Institute
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Surre,Y, to which Dennis Turner had drawn my anemion. I \'VaS able to add a third, the
'keep at the bishop's palace, Wolvcsey, Winchester. Dr Charles Coulson with whom I
visited it has drawn my attention to a fourth examele at Walmer, Kent, adjoining the old
parish church in the grounds of Walmer Court at rR 367 50t; it is not a discovery since
the late Stuart Rigold published a note on it in '96g when It was visited by the Royal
Archaeological Institute, which he illustrated with a plan made after some unpublished
excavations.:! This plan is republished here. My earher omission of the site was due to
simple ignorance.

Like the other 'proto-keeps' it is roughly square, '4.5 by 13 m internally, divided
lon~tudinally into (\vo unequal parts by a cross wall. It was two-storeyed in both pans and
the mner eastern section is further subdivided by a transverse wall into ovo unequal parts
in standard hall-keep fashion. The flint walls are C. 1.2 m thick (half or a third of the
thickness of the walls of a true keep). It has corner turrets and a forebuilding on the W.
with dressings of Caen stone, although the fonner probably and the latter more certainly
are additions to the original structure. There is a spiral staircase in the SW. comer turret.
There are windows at ground-floor level apparently with double splay as at Bletchingley.
The ruin stands to first-floor level at two or three POllltS.

Rigold very percipiently compared the structure to that at Castle Rising even before
excavations at C. Acre had demonstrated that there the earliest building had been thin
walled, the walls later being doubled in thickness.' It is of course not only the thinness of
the walls but also the windows and door at ground level that distinguish these four buildings
from 12th-<;entury keeps of the same basic design. The dimensions of the four structures
differ but their design IS identicaL Clearly we are dealing with a very definite category of
early Norman architecture.

Rigold dated the Walmer 'proto-keep' to the third quarter of the 12th century on
pottery from an unpublished excavation, but we can be reasonably confident that the
earliest building is a good deal earlier than this. Unfortunately the dating of the four
structures is by no means established, but Bletchin~ley yielded a penny of William 11.4

They may all be Ilth-<;emury in date although \'\olvesey seems to be later if :\hrtin
Biddle's sequenee is sound.s I refer only to 'proto-keeps', for closely related two-storeyed
structures of the 11th century like Eynsford,6 whose rectangular shape betrays its hall
ancestry, tend to confuse the affiliation with true keeps.

If we assume that the nonnal domestic arrangement in the late 11th century was a
scattered group ofbuildings as in a bishop's or royaf palace, then putting everything under
one roofmust Imply some degree ofdefensive intention. Three of the four buildings (Castle
Rising, Bletchingley and \o\'almer) had defensive earthworks. They are a half-way house,
so to speak, towards the true keep and hence the choice of the name 'proto·keep'.
Domiciled amongst an alien population the Nonnans presumably required to take
protective measures: were these structures simply rustic versions of the great Ilth-century
hall-keeps at London and Colchester, and the progenitors of the 12th century hall-keeps
with such similar ground plans? Were there greater precision about the dating, the picture
would be much clearer.

The term 'proto-keep' has the advantage of emphasising their relationship in design
to true hall-keeps without putting them into a group ofmiscellaneous fortified houses Uesle
Hailstr) as proposed by Dieter UarL. 7 No doubt they ultimately owe their square shape to
the small square towers of the Oxford type, called 'solar-keeps by me by analogy with the
functional name hall-keep, and preferable to the tautology tower-keep used by some.

MICHAEL THOMPSON"
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A LATE MEDlEVALJUG WITH LETTERING FROM GLASTONBURY
ABBEY, SOMERSET. (Fig. 5)
Amongst the collection of unstratified 'pottery at GlaslOnbury Abbey, one small group can
be ascribed to Bill Wedlake's excavations in 1979 in the SW. comer of the Abbot's Hall
and its porch.

One of these is a rim and shoulder sherd of a late medieval jug decorated in sgraffito
through white slip with the letters' ..ASOT..' in Lombardic capitals (Fig. 5).1 The label
indicates that it was found under the paving of the Abbots Hall porch. The excavation
trench followed the E. wall of the porch from N. to S. door, leavmg most of the interior
undisturbed. Unfortunately there is no reference in the excavation nOlCbooks or
unpublished interim reports to paving or to the sherd.

The use oflettering is extremely rare on Northern European medieval/Jonery. There
are a few examples of vessels with stamped inscriptions from early medieva France2 but it
is not until the 13th century that inscribed vessels begin to appear more widely and only in
the 16th century do they become rclativelycommonplace. ThiS is in contrast to inscriptions
on allied objects such as (Joor tiles and copper alloy vessels.

Gerald Dunning first drew attention to medieval pottery with lettering3 in two papers
in Medieval Archaeology and his comments have been subsequentJy reviewed and
augmented byJohn Cherry.' The Glastonbury pot is a further example.

T1u Shud - Form and Fab,u
The sherd fonns about one fifth of the rim ofa finely thrown slip-decorated jug. The fabric
is a sandy reoxid~d orange-red internally turning pale blue-grey on the outer face under
an olive green reduced lead/iron glaze. Visual examination suggests that it contains large
amounts of very fine sand, some mica and scattered larger dark red fragments of
unhomogenized day or sandstone.

Below the flattened everted rim a ra~d cordon runs parallel, connected to it by a
series ofevenly spaced applied strips which have their lower ends pushed upwards to form
projections. Below this a horizontal band of white slip 16-17 mm wide forms a ground for
the sgraffito leuering. The four letters arc carefully and confidently dra\'vn. The ronn of the
rim with its applied strips has parallels amongst a number of 13th/early' 14th-century
wares from S"¥. England. The type occurs amongst the material from kilns 1 and 5 at
Laverstock (the earlier kilns in a range dated 1230-75);3 at Nash Hill, Lacock;6 on type Ie
jugs in Fabnc 40/42 at Exeter (1270---1330); and on 13th ceniUry Exeter Fabric 44 and 45
Jugs.7

The fabric and glaze, particularly in combination witb the use ofslip and sgraffito find
closest parallels with the local wares of S. and E. Somerset. The fabric groups defined as
Fabric 40/42 at Exeter;8 DPT 4 at Donyatt9 and PT 132 at Taunton 10 represent more than
one centre of production but nonetheless form a closely related range of late 13th/14th
century decorated wares. Donyatt is the only excavated production centre. In the context
of these wares the use of a honzontal slip band would indicate a later date rather than an
early one, suggesting in combination with the rim form a date somewhere in the mid 14th
century.

An addilional local medieval production centre is evident from the material at
Glastonbury. Amongst the later medieval pottery in the Glastonbury collection some of
the local jugs are difficult to fit into the Donyan mould and show closer affinities with the
16th-century fabrics from E. Somerset. 11 There is a post-medievaJ production site at




